The aim of this paper is to propose a framework in order to solve the real-world waste collection problem in a city of southern Spain modeled as an Asymmetric Vehicle Routing Problem (AVRP) with side constraints and several variations. In this problem, not only are vehicle capacity and temporal constraints considered but multiple trips are also allowed. Furthermore, two objectives will be considered: the minimization of the total distance and the balance of the working day. Finally, in order to select a single solution among all efficient (or nondominated) solutions, an interactive method is designed using reference points.
Introduction
In the public sector, lots of benefits are derived from a good decision-making process. This is why in the last few years the authorities have devoted an increasing attention on this topic to solve this kind of problems in the most satisfying and efficient way. In our particular case, a real-world waste collection problem (WCP) is proposed, where labour, economic, social, and environmental aspects are considered. This essential service involves large operational costs, and so researchers strive to reduce these costs through improving the routing of waste collection, as well as the determining the most suitable location of disposal facilities (or containers) or minimizing the number of vehicles employed. The complexity of this situation increases in the presence of multiple objectives that must be satisfied simultaneously, when satisfying the particular constraints of the problem.
An early paper on waste collection was published by [1] and focused on waste collection activities in New York City (USA). They were interested in the design of routes in accordance with feasible combinations of days for the collection of containers for exactly a preset number of times. The objective was to service all containers assigned each day and to minimize the overall routing cost. In particular, they explored a variety of routing procedures and addressed the problem in two different ways: they clustered first and then optimized each of the routes; and they routed first and then partitioned this giant tour into feasible routes. Numerous researchers have since then studied similar models and have developed a variety of methods to solve the WCP so the evolution of the number of studies on waste has greatly increased over the years. Recently, other approaches have been published in this field. This is the case of [2] , [3] , or [4] , in which a multiobjective tabu search is proposed for urban waste collection problems.
In this paper, we will solve the biobjective real-world waste collection problem in a city of southern Spain modeled as an Asymmetric Vehicle Routing Problem (AVRP) with side constraints and several variations. In the considered area, the waste is daily collected. The network road of the city can be modeled as a directed graph = ( , ), where is the set of nodes and is the set of arcs. Each node ∈ represents a container and each arc ( , ) ∈ is the shortest path between two containers ( , ∈ ). One-way streets are represented with an arc and two-way streets are represented with two different arcs (each representing one of the two possible directions). Additionally, we consider a special node called the depot (which in fact is also the landfill) and denoted as node 0, where vehicles are parked and emptied.
In this problem, in contrast to most of the models described in the literature, various types of costs are considered: the travel cost, , that is proportional to the distance (or length) of the corresponding arc ( , ) ∈ ; the service cost, , associated to each arc, ( , ) ∈ , that represents the time needed to go from container ∈ to container ∈ ; and the dumping cost, , that is the time spent by a vehicle when it is dumping at the landfill. Each container ∈ has associated a quantity, , of waste that must pick it up. Thus, two conflicting objectives are considered in this paper: (1) minimizing the total distance travelled by all vehicles and (2) minimizing the length of the longest route in order to balance the working day within the fleet of vehicles. Regarding the constraints, the total time cost of each vehicle is bounded by the working day. Also, the quantity of waste collected must be considered, since our problem is capacity constrained by the tare of the truck.
A solution of this problem consists of designing routes where each route must start and finish at the depot and the time spent performing each route cannot exceed the available working time, . Each vehicle, with a limited capacity , must perform a route that will be defined as a sequence of trips. Therefore, a vehicle's route is defined as the total course driven per day from departing from the depot, until returning back to the depot.
This problem is related to the well-known family of the Asymmetric Capacitated Vehicle Routing Problem (ACVRP); see [5] or [6] . Although our problem and the ACVRP are connected, the real-situation proposed makes us include other constraints. For instance, the classical ACVRP constructs only one simple trip while we allow the construction of routes with multiple trips; another variation comes since ACVRP imposes only capacity constraints and we also need to include time constraints. Finally, the ACVRP considers just one objective, the minimization of the total distance. In contrast, we consider also the minimization of the longest route. Given all the above, an interactive algorithm for a biobjective multistart algorithm based on reference point is implemented. In general, interactive multiobjective methods assume that decision-maker (DM) is able to provide consistent feedback regarding the preferences to be included in the resolution process in order to guide the search towards certain areas of the Pareto front. To accomplish a set of efficient solutions a multistart algorithm is implemented using the -constraint method and then the interactive phase is used to guide the search and select the most preferable solutions by the DM.
As we can see in the literature, many different heuristic and metaheuristic strategies (see [7] [8] [9] ) have been developed and applied in the resolution of problems with multiple objectives and several constraints. These methodologies are mainly defined by the search method (local search, scatter search, tabu search, and so on) used to create the initial set of efficient solutions. However, not many papers apply interactive methods in order to obtain solution of multiobjective routing problems. Furthermore, a reduced number of these publications are directly related to the waste collection problem (see [10] [11] [12] ), where the authors design a tool which allows the user to manipulate the database in the routes-construction phase. Visual alternative is presented to the managers using a Geographic Information System (GIS) which helps to the decision-maker to select the closest solution to its requirements.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the proposed algorithm for the solution of the considered problem, and Section 3 provides the computational results applied on the real-world WCP described. Finally, Section 4 summarizes the paper and discusses future work.
The Proposed Algorithm
In this section, a competitive multistart algorithm is proposed to solve the considered problem. This algorithm is an iterative process, in which each iteration consists of two phases: the first one (called construction phase) in which a feasible solution is generated and the second one (called local search phase) in which it tries to improve the solution quality by using a set of neighbourhoods. As a consequence, each iteration produces a locally optimal solution. The best overall solution is selected as a result of the whole procedure.
The proposed multistart algorithm has the following characteristics. It is a Memory-less, Randomized, and Buildfrom-scratch algorithm. According to [13] , Memory-less means that there are no elements that are common to certain previously generated solutions, Randomized means that the starting solutions are randomly generated, and Build-fromscratch means that none of the elements remain fixed from one generation to another.
As we are solving a biobjective problem, the well-known -constraint method is used. The traditional -constraint method optimizes one of the objectives, when the others are introduced into the constraint space for guaranteeing that basic requirements are satisfied (see [14] , [15] , or [16] ). This method is appropriate for a combinatorial problem where non-big-size Pareto front is expected and suitable for evolutionary algorithms (see [17] ). Also, the cost of running multiple executions for the related single-objective problem treated is not elevated, since the algorithm proposed is significantly fast although a mutiobjective extension of the methodology will be investigated in the future introducing specific constructive and local searches for each of the objectives. Other improved -constraint methods especially suitable for Multiobjective Integer Programming (MOIP) problems have been proposed in [18] [19] [20] .
With regard to the problem treated, the minimization of the distance is included as the primary objective and the minimization of the longest route is included in the form of an inequality constraint in order to accomplish a set of efficient solutions.
Once the set of efficient solutions is obtained an interactive approach is designed. We focus on interactive approaches because they are effective methods to deal with multiobjective problems without having an excessive computational effort. We use an interactive scheme which gradually leads to the areas of the efficient set that are more attractive to the DM. Thus, on one hand, computational effort can be reduced and on the other hand, the DM is assisted in choosing the best solution according to his/her preferences.
Construction Phase.
In the construction phase a feasible solution must be obtained. We have designed a multistart algorithm to solve the WCP in which a new algorithm has been employed to construct the initial routes. The algorithm is based on the Mole and Jameson insertion heuristic (see [21] ), known as the extra cost combined with a more elaborate algorithm, called the regret heuristic (see [22] ).
Recall that the extra cost function, (1) , computes the change in the objective function when inserting each unserved container, ∈ , at the best position, , in route . In mathematical terms,
(1) ( , , ) = ( −1) + ( ) − ( −1) ( ) , where ( ) denotes the node in the th position on route . The algorithm selects the node with the lowest value of the extra cost function; that is, the extra cost function should be minimized. This strategy adds containers to routes while the capacity of a vehicle or the working-time constraint is not exceeded. However, the regret function, (2) , computes the difference in cost when inserting each unserved container, , into the best route and when inserting it into the secondbest route (obviously in its best position). More formally, (2) 
, where denotes the route with the lowest extra cost and 2 denotes the route with the second-lowest extra cost. In contrast with the extra cost function, the regret function should be maximized.
Even if the extra cost function is easier to implement and faster than the regret function, a problem related to the extra cost function is that it often postpones the insertion of the most difficult nodes (relatively large values of (1) ) until the last iterations. In this regard, the algorithm retains very few alternatives for their insertion. The regret function strives to circumvent the problem by incorporating a kind of forecasting information when selecting the node to be inserted.
In this paper, the extra cost function and the regret function are mixed in order to keep the best features of these both functions. The new proposed algorithm will be called mixture of regret and extra cost. This heuristic inserts the first % nodes using the regret function and the last (1− )% nodes using the extra cost function, where
It is needed to emphasize that, as first step of the algorithm, all routes are initialized by including one of the most difficult nodes to service. That is, we select the nodes furthest away from the depot and from each other. That is, in order to select the most difficult containers to serve, the next function, (0) , is considered, which computes the distance between unserved containers, , and served containers. In mathematical terms, given the set of served containers, , this function is computed for each unserved container, , as (0) ( ) = ∑ ∈ ∪{0} min{ , }. A deterministic strategy would select the node with the maximum value of (0) . Instead, this approach constructs a list with a percentage of the best candidates (according to the considered function) and then a node of the list is selected at random and all the involved variables are updated. The process is maintained until the routes are initialized with only one node. Once all routes are initialized, the remaining unserved nodes are included using the function (1) (i.e., minimizing (1) or − (2) according to the considered inclusion strategy).
Algorithm 1 shows the pseudocode of the constructive procedure. As input parameters, the algorithm receives the graph, , the number of vehicles, , , the parameter of the initial nodes, and the parameter of the mixture which control the balance of the randomness (line (1)) and returns a feasible set of routes (line (2)). The algorithm starts by initializing the set of routes with the highest cost, that is, the most difficult containers to serve (lines (4) to (9)).
The proposed multistart construction fails to guarantee the feasibility of the obtained solution (although these details have not been introduced into the pseudocode for the sake of simplicity). Specifically, due to the randomness in the construction of the initial solution, it could happen that one or a few nodes cannot be inserted at any of the already built routes, because of the capacity or time constraint. Then some nodes might remain unvisited, so one of the basic statements of the vehicle routing problem is not satisfied. Thus, when the solution is not feasible, it is discarded and the procedure triggers a new iteration to construct a new solution. Only feasible solutions are submitted to the local search phase.
Local Search Phase.
Due to the size of the optimization problem under consideration, relatively fast procedures are needed in order to attain a solution within a reasonable computing time. However, potential solutions to the local search phase also need to be provided. To this end, the aforementioned constructive procedure builds very diverse solutions. Therefore, the local search procedure will explore the solution space starting from very different solutions.
The WCP presents a search space with an enormous quantity of local optima. Therefore, traditional local search methods (based only on one neighbourhood) fails to perform well on this kind of problem. For this reason, we propose a Variable Neighbourhood Descent (VND) to overcome these difficulties; see [23] or [24] . In VND, several different neighbourhoods are explored, in this case from the largest and slowest to evaluate to the smallest and fastest. The process iterates over each neighbourhood while the solution is improved, performing local searches until a local optimum is found in each neighbourhood. Only strictly better solutions are accepted after each neighbourhood search. In VND, the returned solution is a local optimum in each neighbourhood, N , with 1 ≤ ≤ max different neighbourhoods. Therefore, the global optimum is likely to be found earlier than when considering only one neighbourhood.
The pseudocode of the local search is shown in Algorithm 2 where a nested strategy is considered. It has only two input arguments: an initial solution (line (2) ) and the number of neighbourhoods, max . Our VND algorithm uses three neighbourhood structures. 
max − (0) min )}; (7) Select * at random from the list of seeds; (8) ← ∪ { * }, ← ∪ { * }, ← \ { * }, ← + 1; (9) until = + 1; (10) ← , ← ; (11) while ̸ = 0 do (12) while the capacity or the working day of the vehicles is not exceeded do (13) Forall ∈ compute (1) ( , , ); nodes from the route are included in route . This is an interroute movement that selects all pairs of possible routes and checks which nodes can be swaped between the routes. This is repeated until all pairs of routes have been considered and the best movement is performed.
(2) Neighbourhood structure N 2 : a node is moved from one route to another, that is, this is an interroute operator. This exchange evaluates the possibility of moving one node belonging to a route in the best position of any other route , where ̸ = , in an attempt to improve the total distance. We select one route and we check which nodes can be inserted from another route. This is repeated until all possibilities have been considered and the best movement is performed.
(3) Neighbourhood structure N 3 : two consecutive nodes are exchanged within a route, that is, this is an intraroute movement in order to reduce the current route distance.
The procedure starts by obtaining a local optimum with respect to the first neighbourhood. Instead of abandoning the search (as a local search procedure), VND then resorts to the following neighbourhood searching for an improvement. If an improvement is found, the search starts again by considering the first neighbourhood (which implies setting = 1). Otherwise, VND explores the next neighbourhood by increasing (until max is reached).
Interactive
Phase. The DM's preferences have to be included to select a solution within that set and few studies have addressed this issue in a metaheuristic context. We use an interactive procedure based on reference points although many other valid methods can be used such as the utility function method, lexicographic method, goal programming, weighting methods, and -constraint (see the book [25] for an excellent review about this topic). Reference-point-based methods are one of the most natural ways of expressing preference information in solutions. It eases the process to the DM, who wants to reach them for the objective functions. Then, the primary aim of the method is to reduce the size of the approximation of the efficient frontier, using the information iteratively supplied by the DM. Then, the DM must provide the desired values for each objective (i.e., a reference point RP). Thus, the main idea is to project this point on the efficient frontier to obtain the efficient point closer to this reference point (converting the original MO problem into a single-objective optimization problem). However, our method provides a set of efficient solutions in the area where this projected solution lies, rather than a single efficient solution. When the aim is to minimize two objectives, this approach (using the reference point) will define the area of the efficient frontier where the interesting solutions are expected to be. Also, an interesting advantage comes from the fact that it is not a matter of fact that the reference point is feasible or not. This is illustrated in Figures  1 and 2 where the whole frontier is reduced to the highlighted portion. The iterative process continues until the DM reaches the best compromise regarding the best solution according to his/her preferences.
The proposed interactive process is based on thedominance concept proposed by [26] , but, in our case, the efficient frontier obtained is not modified along the interactive phase. The -dominance method is easy to include to any multiobjective metaheuristic strategy used, since it does not imply the modification of the main architecture of the specific search engine adopted. Apart from this, it might be applied a posteriori, to filter an area of the Pareto front, or included in the algorithm looking for its convergence to the desired zone. Additionally, this method allows the modification of the reference point during the searching process. On the other hand, one of its main disadvantage is that any of the reference point methods requires the knowledge of the ideal and antiideal point, which is not always easy to obtain.
As shown above, at each iteration, a representative subset of efficient routes, according to the offered reference point RP, is shown to the DM. If the DM does not feel satisfied with any of these solutions, he/she can modify the reference point in order to refine his/her preferences.
Computational Results
In this section we show the computational results when solving the WCP by using the proposed iterative algorithm. The code has been implemented using the programming language C# in Visual Studio 2010. The program was run in a Samsung Series 5 NP535U3C notebook; Windows 7 Home Premium (64-bit); CPU: AMD Dual-Core A6-4455M Accelerated Processor; speed (GHz): 2.1 GHz; CPU Cache: 1 MB; and System Memory: 4 GB.
This problem deals with four trucks which are used to satisfy the collection of 214 rear-loading containers daily. The containers are located in an area at the south of Spain and are represented in Figure 3 by the use of a GIS.
This problem belongs to the set of Capacited Vehicle Routing Problems (CVRP), since each truck is limited to collect up to 10,220 kg. Moreover, an additional constraint on the duration of the routes, of 37.5 hours per week, has been taking into consideration, in order to satisfy the work-day requirements of the company in charge. And the following objective functions are considered:
(1) 1 : minimize the total distance driven by all of the vehicles.
(2) 2 : minimize the longest route performed within the set of vehicles.
The complete algorithm was run taking into account the two objective functions previously defined and the respective constraints of the problem. Then, a set of 31 efficient Pareto points were identified. Table 1 contains a sample of these solutions, where Sol. 1 is the solution with the lowest value for function 1 and the greatest value for 2 and Sol. 2 is the solution with the greatest value for 1 and the lowest value The DM set his desired value for each objective of the reference point; initially RP = (270000, 90000). Using this data, the software obtained a group of 23 efficient solutions. A new sample of five solutions was shown to the DM, and he decided to continue the interaction process by determining a new reference point: RP = (285000, 91000), which leads to a set of 9 efficient solutions. After this iteration, the DM analyzed the last set reached (Table 2) , choosing the third solution as the final one. This solution appeared to satisfy the preferences of the manager.
This solution obtained through the interactive process has a total length of 286,181.3 meters, where the longest route implies 92,835.88 meters of it, and it involves four routes. Having a deeper look into the results, the performance of each route is shown in Table 3 . With a total distance of 75,103 meters, 10,156 kg loaded from 53 containers visited, Figure 4 displays the tour followed by the first route, whereas the value of the second objective corresponds to the second route (see Figure 5) , with a total length of 92,835 meters, 54 containers visited, and a remaining capacity of 141 kg in the truck. The third route visits 58 containers, loading a 10,121 kg which implies a truck capacity almost full (see Figure 6) . Finally, the last and shortest route is displayed in Figure 7 . Its length corresponds to the tour that collects 48 containers. Almost 50 km differentiates this route from the second shortest route and its remaining capacity of 2,957 kg.
On one hand, the shortest route coincides with the one ending the process with more capacity available in the truck. On the other hand, the difference between the lengths of the two longest routes is around 400 meters, which is not a very significant distance and the truck is almost full in both cases. However, the third longest route almost achieves the maximum capacity of the truck, so that might have stopped from obtaining a longer route by introducing more containers to collect. These four routes were presented to the DM through the images showed in Figures 4-7 , which were generated using the GIS.
Conclusions and Future Research
In this paper we address a difficult real-world problem that is the waste collection problem in a city of the southern Spain. This problem was tackled because the company in charge of the waste in the city, was interested in attaining a better planning of this service. One reason for addressing the problem is that, instead of considering a classical objective function, the minimization of the total distance travelled by all vehicles, an additional objective function is also considered. This new objective function is the minimization of the longest route in order to get a balanced set of routes. In this way, a biobjective Mathematical Problems in Engineering waste collection problem is addressed. Another important issue is that in most real-world problems more than one cost is associated with each arc; in our particular case, both distance and time costs are considered. Specifically, in the problem of this paper, distance costs are considered in both objective functions and the time costs are included as a constraint of the working time of each vehicle.
The most important feature of this paper is the proposal of a new procedure specifically designed to solve this biobjective real-world problem, modeled as an Asymmetric Capacitated Vehicle Routing Problem with several variations. First, a new algorithm is implemented capable of managing this difficult problem but emphasis is placed on the simplicity, speed, and effectiveness of the algorithm. These characteristics are crucial due to the size of the real-world problem. Additionally, an interactive procedure is also implemented to show different according to DM's preferences.
As future work, we would like to test the proposed framework over larger instances. Also, it could be interesting to improve the propose algorithm to get the set of efficient solution in a single run avoiding the use of single-objective formulations, that is, removing the multiple executions of the -constraint method. Besides, we would like to improve the interactive phase and to compare it with other methodologies in order to make the whole process easier to the DM.
